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1 Introduction

During the last decade, econometric models examining nonlinearities in the dynamics of real

exchange rates have become popular among empirical researchers.1 However, since these

models are rarely built on an explicit theoretical framework, their predictions need to be

interpreted with great care. In fact, Ahmad, Lo, and Mykhaylova (2013), ALM hereafter,

demonstrate that the ability of empirical tests to detect nonlinearities in real exchange rates

(RERs) hinges critically on the underlying data generating process. Within a theoretical

framework, the authors show that linearity tests� which express the real exchange rate as

a univariate function of its own lags� su¤er from misspeci�cation in some cases, which con-

sequently leads them to overestimate the incidence of nonlinearity in the RER series. In a

follow-up to this �nding, and with the aim of helping researchers and policymakers better

understand the dynamics of real exchange rates, we now apply the ALM approach proposed

in the original paper to empirical data. Additionally, we study the relationship between the

data generating process that drives RERs and the results of standard nonlinearity tests.

The notion that real exchange rates possess nonlinear behavior became popular in the late

1990�s due to the failures of a linear framework: assuming linear dynamics and perfect arbi-

trage implies that the speed of adjustment is constant at all levels of deviations from Pur-

chasing Power Parity (PPP). However, the assumption of perfect arbitrage is not realistic,

and nonlinearities in real exchange rates could exist due to, for example, transactions costs

(Michael, Nobay and Peel, 1997; Obstfeld and Taylor, 1997), heterogeneity of agent�s beliefs

1For recent surveys on the literature which highlight the dynamics of real exchange rates characterized as
a nonlinear process, see Taylor and Taylor (2004), Taylor (2006) and Ahmad and Glosser (2011). Engel, Mark
and West (2007) provide a thorough overview of the developments in both theoretical and empirical literature.
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(Kilian and Taylor, 2003), and misalignments in the foreign exchange market resulting in a

lack of co-ordination (Sarno and Taylor, 2001; Reitz and Taylor, 2008). These papers are

among many which have found that the data on real exchange rates can be parsimoniously

characterized as smooth transition autoregressive (STAR) process, or one of its variants.2

However, these studies lack rigorous theoretical foundations that could help to explain the

existence of nonlinearities in RER behavior. Consequently, the tests of real exchange rate

dynamics are based on ad-hoc univariate data generating processes, and their result can po-

tentially be misleading due to misspeci�cation problems.

We begin by re-examining the evidence of real exchange rate nonlinearity using the data on

multiple bilateral rates during the most recent �oating period (1970�2012). Of the 1431 bilat-

eral RER series tested, the original Teräsvirta and Anderson (1992) test (TA test henceforth)

found approximately 32 percent to be nonlinear. After we modify the test to include relative

outputs, capital stocks, and in�ations� the variables found by ALM to signi�cantly improve

test performance� approximately a quarter of all the series are re-classi�ed (both from ini-

tially linear to now nonlinear, and vice versa). The patterns in the data also suggest that the

real exchange rates of developing countries have a higher incidence of nonlinearity than those

of advanced economies.

To better understand the causes of switches between linear and nonlinear classi�cation under

the TA and ALM tests, we next turn to Monte Carlo experiments, which allow us to control the

RER data generating process. Of course, there are in�nitely many possible processes that can

be used to characterize the dynamics of the real exchange rate. In this paper, we restrict our

2A small sample of papers include Sarantis (1999), Baum et al (2001), Taylor et al (2001), and Paya and
Peel (2006).
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attention to the case in which the real exchange rate depends linearly on its lags and lags of the

exogenous variables. We vary the parameters that govern the persistence of this process and

the variance of white noise shocks, and examine the impact of these variations on the TA and

ALM test outcomes. Our results indicate that (a) the TA test often misinterprets the presence

of exogenous variables that drive RERs as nonlinearities, con�rming the theoretical �ndings in

Ahmad, Lo and Mykhaylova (2013); and (b) the incidence of detected nonlinearity increases

with the persistence of exogenous variables. In contrast, the augmented ALM test fares much

better: the rate of rejection of the null hypothesis (of a linear process) is approximately equal

to the size of the test for all parameter values under consideration. Observation (a) above

parallels our earlier empirical �ndings: about a third of the real exchange rates that were

initially characterized as nonlinear STAR processes are found to be linear under the ALM

modi�cation (this is true for both developed and developing countries). Thus, we would

like to extend a word of caution to empirical researchers: without a theoretical model of real

exchange rate behavior, they risk overestimating the incidence of nonlinearities in its dynamics

due to the in�uence of exogenous variables.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the standard nonlinearity test and its

potential misspeci�cation are outlined in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the test modi�cation

proposed in ALM and compares the results of the two tests using bilateral RER data for the

1970�2012 period. Section 4 employs a series of Monte Carlo exercises to better understand

the relationship between test performance and the underlying data generating process and to

primarily study the size properties of the TA and ALM tests. Finally, Section 5 concludes

and highlights the avenues for future research.
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2 Testing for Nonlinearities in the RER Series

2.1 Tests of RER nonlinearity

Ahmad, Lo and Mykhaylova (2013) demonstrate that time series tests of nonlinearities present

in the real exchange rate dynamics may be misspeci�ed due to the omission of exogenous

variables responsible for RER dynamics. We refer the interested reader to their paper for a

detailed description of the misspeci�cation problem and the proposed solution to it; below,

we brie�y outline its main �ndings.

In general, empirical tests assume that the log real exchange rate qt may be succinctly captured

by a univariate autoregressive process of the form

qt = �1qt�1 + :::+ �pqt�p + "t; (1)

where "t is white noise. The RER series is stationary if the sum of the autoregressive coe¢ -

cients, � � j
Pp
i=1 �ij, is less than 1.

Several recent papers have argued that a possible resolution to Rogo¤�s (1996) PPP puzzle

is to model the real exchange rate as a nonlinear stationary process. The nonlinearities have

taken the form of Markov switching, threshold processes, and variants of smooth transition

(STAR) models. Although the nonlinear modeling strategies di¤er across papers, all such

studies aim to show that small permanent deviations from PPP are possible due to frictions,

whereas large deviations are quickly corrected. Consequently, real exchange rates exhibit

mean reverting behavior only when there is a substantial deviation from the level implied by
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purchasing power parity.

As a �rst step to understanding the dynamics of the real exchange rates, we limit our atten-

tion to the STAR type nonlinearity, given its popularity and success in the literature. The

dynamics of the real exchange rate (which can also be thought of as a deviation from PPP)

can be described as a STAR process as follows:

qt =

pX
j=1

�jqt�j +

0@ pX
j=1

~�jqt�j

1AF (qt�d; �) + "t; (2)

where fqtg is a globally stationary ergodic process, "t � iidWN
�
0; �2

�
, and F (:) represents

a transition function from one regime to another and determines the degree of mean rever-

sion. Finally, d and � represent the delay and speed of adjustment parameters, respectively.

According to (2), the dynamics of the real exchange rate are driven by the autoregressive pa-

rameters f�1; :::; �pg in one regime, and
n
�1 + ~�1; :::; �p + ~�p

o
in the other. The popularity

of the STAR framework arises from its ability to demonstrate how the real exchange rate may

move smoothly from one type of regime to another, depending on how far the RER value is

from a particular threshold. Small deviations from PPP are considered by the STAR frame-

work to be persistent, whereas large deviations exhibit mean-reverting dynamics. Generally,

it is assumed that nonlinearity is present if the transition function in (2) does not equal zero;

this test can be captured by the null hypothesis H0 : � = 0:

We outline the basic elements of the linearity test, given its relevance for the question being

asked in our paper, in the next section.
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2.2 DGP and Test Misspeci�cation

We now examine the correspondence between the data generating process (DGP) of the

simulated RER series and the speci�cations (1) and (2). The simulated data comes from an

n-th order Taylor expansion around the steady state of the theoretical DSGE model described

in ALM. The solution approximated to the �rst order expresses the current value of the

endogenous variables as a function of the previous state of the model and the realization of

shocks at the beginning of the current period:

ut = Au +Buxt�1 + Cu"t (3a)

xt = Ax +Bxxt�1 + Cx"t (3b)

where ut is a ku � 1 vector of non-predetermined variables (controls); xt is a kx � 1 vector of

predetermined endogenous variables (states); "t is a k"�1 vector of predetermined exogenous

variables (shocks); and Ai, Bi and Ci, i 2 fu; xg are appropriately-dimensioned coe¢ cient

matrices.

Given that the focus of our paper is on the real exchange rate, assume, for illustrative purposes

and without loss of generality, that ku = 1 so that ut = qt. ALM show that the RER series

generated by the process (3) cannot be re-written as a univariate AR(p) equation (1), except

for the simple case of kx = 1. Instead, if we were to express qt as a function of its own lags,

we would instead obtain an ARMAX process of the following form:

qt = �0 +

pX
j=1

�jqt�j +'
0
xxt�2 +'

0
""t�1 + Cu"t (4)
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where 'x and '" are functions of the coe¢ cients of Ai; Bi; Ci; i 2 fu; xg and of the sum

of the autoregressive coe¢ cients,
Pp
j=1 �j . Hence, failure to account for the presence of the

lagged state variables on the right hand side of (4) when estimating the DGP would lead to an

omitted variables problem. Consequently, estimates of the autoregressive coe¢ cients used to

represent the dynamics of the real exchange rate may be biased. Conceivably, a parsimonious

nonlinear process may capture the dynamics of the data quite well in the presence of omitted

variables under a linear approximation to the model�s equations. A simple approach to resolve

this issue would be to include some subset of relevant lagged state variables in the nonlinearity

test. We would then expect to see a reduction in the incidence of nonlinearity down to the

size (plus any size distortions) of the test.

Second-order approximation to the model�s equations introduces nonlinearities into the dy-

namics of endogenous variables as follows:

ut = Au +Buxt�1 + Cu"t +Du (xt�1 
 xt�1) + Eu ("t 
 "t) +Gu (xt�1 
 "t) (5a)

xt = Ax +Bxxt�1 + Cx"t +Dx (xt�1 
 xt�1) + Ex ("t 
 "t) +Gx (xt�1 
 "t) (5b)

Suppose again that ut = qt. If we were to estimate the equation for qt as an autoregressive

process including only the linear terms:

qt = �0 +

pX
j=1

�jqt�j +'
0
xxt�2 +'

0
""t�1 + Cu"t;

then incidences of nonlinearity beyond the size of the test would indicate the presence of the

higher order terms in the RER DGP. Indeed, ALM �nd that the two-country DSGE models
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featuring incomplete international asset markets and nontraded goods generate nonlinearities

in the simulated RER data that can be identi�ed by time series methods. The paper also

suggests that the state variables xt necessary to correct the omitted variables problem include

both countries�outputs, capital stocks, and consumer price in�ations.

In the empirical section of the paper, we test these �ndings by applying them to the actual

data on real exchange rates, output, in�ation, and capital stock.

3 New evidence from empirical exercises

3.1 Testing methodology

We begin our empirical analysis by applying the �ndings of ALM to a large number of bi-

lateral real exchange rates during the 1970�2012 period; see Appendix A for data sources

and description. We subject each series to two nonlinearity tests: the original Teräsvirta and

Anderson (1992) test, and the ALM modi�cation outlined below. We brie�y describe the

details of each test next, although we refer the reader to Teräsvirta (1994) or Teräsvirta and

Anderson (1992) for additional details regarding the overall estimation methodology.

Empirical estimation of STAR models, described in (2), proceeds in three steps. Once the

order of autoregression, p, has been determined through traditional means (e.g., utilizing

information criteria like the AIC/SBC), these steps include: testing for linearity; selecting the

value of the delay parameter, d; and choosing between LSTAR (logistic smooth transition)

and ESTAR (exponential smooth transition) speci�cations. These di¤er in their assumptions

about the functional form of the transition function F (�) in (2); the former postulates an
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asymmetric RER adjustment process, whereas the latter assumes that real exchange rates

adjust symmetrically to both positive and negative deviations from PPP.

The RER series is presumed to be linear if the parameter � in (2) is equal to zero. If � were

known, then it would be possible to proceed using classical inference techniques. However,

since � and d are typically not known in practice, then (2) is not identi�ed under the null

hypothesis, and hence no consistent estimate of either � or d exists. This is the essence of

the problem outlined by Davies (1977). To address this issue, Teräsvirta (1994) follows the

suggestion proposed in Davies (1977) and keeps the unidenti�ed values �xed when deriving

a Lagrange Multiplier (LM)-type test for linearity. The idea behind the test statistic used to

test H0 : � = 0 involves taking a third order Taylor expansion of the transition function (2)

around � = 0. Taking p as given, the researcher estimates the auxiliary regression below for

a �xed parameter d:

qt = �00 +

pX
j=1

�
�0jqt�j + �1jqt�jqt�d + �2jqt�jq

2
t�d + �3jqt�jq

3
t�d
�
+ "t; (6)

and tests the joint null hypothesis that all the coe¢ cients corresponding to the cross products

in (6) are zero:

H0;LIN = �1j = �2j = �3j = 0 (j = 1; :::; p) (7)

Nonlinearity is detected if the researcher is able to reject H0;LIN . The test above is also used

to determine the delay length, d, by running the linearity test for all plausible values of d and

picking the one that minimizes the test�s p-value (as suggested by Tsay, 1989).

However, given that the RER data generating process may involve several other variables,
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the test in (6) may be misspeci�ed. Therefore, we augment it by including three additional

lagged variables: output, capital stock, and in�ation. As discussed in ALM, this choice of

state variables is in�uenced by the ease of obtaining their real-world equivalents. Capital

stocks and output capture and summarize developments in the real side of the economy; the

third state variable is meant to control for in�ation persistence3. The modi�ed test takes the

following form:

qt = �00 +

pX
j=1

�
�0jqt�j + �1jqt�jqt�d + �2jqt�jq

2
t�d + �3jqt�jq

3
t�d
�

(8)

�yyt�1 + ���t�1 + �kkt�1 + "t;

with the null hypothesis still given by (7). Appendix A presents a brief description of the

construction of the capital stock series; detailed calculations are available from the authors

upon request.

3.2 Real exchange rates around the world

Table 1 presents the results of the empirical analysis. The typical approach in the literature is

to condict unit root tests prior to testing for nonlinearity in the real exchange rate series. We

follow the same approach here, although we do not use the results of these tests as a basis for

determining the existence of nonlinearity, particularly given the well known power properties

of unit root tests in the time series literature.4 Of the 1,431 studied series, 458 are found

3The choice of these particular right-hand-side variables is further addressed in the next section.
4Of the 1,431 bilateral exchange rate series examined, 161 (approximately 13%) reject the null hypothesis

of a unit root. Although the low power properties of unit root tests are well documented in the literature,
many studies reject the hypothesis of a random walk in the RER process in favor of persistent deviations from
PPP that range from three to �ve years (see, among others, Chen and Engel, 2005). This is one of the reasons
why the literature has adopted an approach to estimate STAR processes that may contain regimes that are
nonstationary, but are globally stationary.
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to be nonlinear using the TA test in panel A. This number increases to 496 using the ALM

modi�cation. In both the TA and ALM cases, approximately two thirds of the series found

to be nonlinear have the LSTAR speci�cation, indicating asymmetric adjustment. However,

the aggregate numbers mask the di¤erences between the results of the two approaches.

In panel B, we note that approximately seventy seven percent of the series are found to have

the same type type of (linear or nonlinear) behavior using either of the two tests; the other

twenty three percent of the series switch their type following the addition of the exogenous

variables using the ALM test. Taking a closer look at these switches, we note that about a

third of the RER series originally indicated to be a STAR process become linear, potentially

indicating the presence of spurious nonlinearity. At the same time, the results of the ALM test

indicate that about a �fth of the series which were initially linear according to the TA test are

now described as a STAR process. In other words, the ALM modi�cation leads to changes

in the composition of both sets of exchange rates initially classi�ed as linear or nonlinear.

We interpret switches from models that were initially identi�ed as STAR processes under the

TA test to a linear process as con�rmation of the proposition in Ahmad, Lo and Mykhaylova

(2013) relating to the size of the TA test. They indicate evidence of misspeci�ation. On

the other hand, the presence of switches from linear to STAR models have to do with the

power of the test. These types of switches may indicate the presence of true nonlinearities.

In the next section, we employ a series of Monte Carlo exercises to better understand the

conditions under which the TA and ALM tests reverse each other�s �ndings. However, it may

be instructive to �rst look for additional patterns in the RER data that may shed additional

light on the properties of the two tests.
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The results so far have been conducted for the full sample of countries. However, there

is strong reason to suspect (based on evidence presented in several recent studies brie�y

summarized below) that the real exchange rate dynamics may be di¤erent between developed

and developing economies, a conjecture we investigate next. Generally speaking, the di¤erence

can be driven by variations in the shock processes of the two groups of countries and/or by

their asymmetric economic structure which translates into distinct transmission mechanisms

of similar underlying shocks.

In many two-country theoretical models, the optimizing behavior of households equates the

real exchange rate to the ratio of the home and foreign marginal utilities of consumption.

Therefore, insofar as consumption is closely related to the dynamics of output, the TFP

shock processes in the two countries signi�cantly in�uence the real exchange rate behavior.

Aguiar and Gopinath (2007) argue that the technology process of developing economies is

characterized by permanent shocks, in constrast to �uctuations around the trend in the de-

veloped world. The implication of this �nding (not pursued in the original paper) is that, via

the consequently higher volatility of output and consumption, developing countries�RERs are

more volatile and persistent compared to those of the advanced economies. This prediction

is supported by the empirical evidence in Duarte et al. (2007) and Hausmann et al. (2006).

On the other hand, many empirical papers, including the seminal paper by Backus and Smith

(1993), have challenged the RER-relative marginal utilities nexus, instead noting that the cor-

relation between real exchange rates and relative consumptions is very low and often negative.

This is quite likely the result of multiple real-world frictions� often absent from theoretical

models� that are responsible for altering the relationship between the real exchange rate
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and the fundamentals. For example, Elbadawi and Soto (2008) note that taxes, government

spending, and foreign aid are statistically signi�cantly correlated with the real exchange rate

in developing but not in OECD economies. Ganguly and Breuer (2010) suggest that curren-

cies of developed economies trade in large and liquid foreign exchange markets, where the

availability of various hedging instruments prevents large swings in exchange rate movements.

Additionally, based solely on the decomposition of the real exchange rate into its nominal

exchange rate and relative prices components and thus not subscribing to any underlying

theoretical frameworks, the authors identify higher relative price volatility as the main cause

of more volatile RERs in the developing countries. Higher relative in�ation volatility in the

developing world can, in turn, be ascribed to unstable economic and political institutions in

the developing economies (Aisen and Veiga, 2006). Alternatively, Ahmad and Mykhaylova

(2015) suggest that the decisions of exporting �rms as to the choice of invoicing currency and

the frequency of price re-optimization� which vary signi�cantly depending on the destination

markets� can explain a large portion of this di¤erence. It is highly plausible that the di¤er-

ences in the in�ation processes consequently a¤ect the dynamics of RERs in di¤erent country

subsamples.

The two explanations� persistent versus temporary productivity shocks and the role of price

movements� implicitly support our choice of the controls included in the nonlinearity tests.

While it is also reasonable to conjecture that the extent of international trade might a¤ect

RER dynamics of a country, both Duarte et al. (2007) and Hausmann et al. (2006) �nd that

the degree of trade openness does not impinge on the resulting exchange rate moments.

We use the country classi�cation from the IMF�s World Economic Outlook 2012 to group
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countries into developing and developed categories.5 We also consider the group of 18 Eu-

rozone countries, motivated by the observation that �xing the nominal exchange rates may

alter the dynamics of the bilateral RERs in the monetary union. The results, presented in

panels B and C in table 1 and table 2, reveal three broad trends in the results that are robust

to di¤erent country classi�cation schemes:

1. The RERs of developing economies have a lower incidence of linearity (around 46 versus

65 percent for the advanced economies);

2. The frequency of switches from linear to nonlinear (in 15�24 percent of the series) and

vice versa (in about 32 percent of the series), depending on whether the TA or the ALM

test is used, appears to be similar in all three subsamples�developed, developing, or

developed-developing pairs;

3. The proportion of STAR models that switch to linear is higher than the proportion of

linear models that switch to STAR speci�cations.

The second and third points above relate directly to the central thesis of this study, namely,

whether the inclusion of the aforementioned exogenous variables helps to identify the appro-

priate reduced form model derived from the true structural model. Given that the largest

portion of switches are from STAR to linear, the failure to include exogenous forcing variables

may lead researchers to incorrectly detect the presence of nonlinear dynamics in RER series.

This is true regardless of the level of development of the country, given that the proportion
5To ensure that the �ndings are robust, we recalculate the averages of the two moments of in�ation using

the country classi�cation provided by the World Bank World Development Report (we classify high income
countries as developed and the rest as developing). Additionally, we also change the date of both classi�cations
to 1992, coinciding with the middle of our sample. The results, which remain virtually unchanged, are available
from the authors upon request.
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of switches are approximately the same for all country pairs. At the same time, noting that

15% to 24% of the series switch from linear to STAR dynamics, we can postulate that these

real exchange rates may be truly nonlinear (conditional on the set of exogenous variables

appropriately characterizing the reduced form model).

Panel C of Table 1 provides further details on the breakdown of the switches under the

TA and ALM tests. There we note that the majority of switches from linear to STAR

dynamics indicate the data generating process is best characterized as an LSTAR process with

asymmetric adjustment dynamics, more so for developing countries than developed countries.

Based on these �ndings and the brief overview of the developed/developing RER proper-

ties presented above, we now take a closer look at the relationship between the RER series

persistence and volatility and the results of the TA and ALM tests.

4 Uncovering the di¤erences: Monte Carlo exercises

In order to further investigate the relationship between the TA and ALM tests and the real

exchange rate DGP, we turn to Monte Carlo simulations that allow us to control the RER

data generating process without taking a stand on a particular theoretical model. In doing

so, we wish to establish the size of the test in the presence of exogenous forcing variables that

may indeed drive real exchange rate movements.

In reality, there are of course in�nitely many possible DGPs that can be used to characterize

the data, and these could be linear or nonlinear processes. The Box-Jenkins approach advo-

cates the use of a parsimonious representation of the underlying data generating process. In
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order for us to establish the size properties of the linearity test, we begin by focusing on the

subset of DGPs that are linear, under the assumption that RER dynamics are determined as

linear functions of exogenous state variables. Even here, when we restrict our attention to this

case, the underlying data generating process for the real exchange rate may (for example):

(a) depend on its lags and lags of exogenous variables; or (b) be a function solely of lags of

exogenous variables; or (c) be determined jointly with other variables through a vector autore-

gressive (VAR) process. Below, for simplicity, we focus on speci�cation (a) by assuming that

the real exchange rate qt and the forcing variable (for example output) yt evolve according to

qt = �q +

pX
i=1

�q;iqt�i +
hX
i=1

�qy;iyt�i + "q;t (9a)

yt = �y +
kX
i=1

�y;iyt�i + � qy"y;t (9b)

The parameters governing the process in (9) can either be estimated from the data, or take

on several values in a pre-speci�ed range, the latter approach being more computationally

costly. In our �rst experiment, we allow the parameters �q, �y, and � qy to take on several

values; for tractability, we restrict the values of p, h, and k to equal one, assume that both

error terms "q;t and "y;t are independent white noise processes, and set the constant terms

�q and �y equal to zero. More speci�cally, �q;1 and �y;1 take on values between 0:10 and

0:95 with the grid step of 0:05; the scaling parameter � qy ranges from 0:5 to 5 in increments

of 0:5. Finally, we (arbitrarily) set �qy;1 = 0:375. Thus, we consider a total of 2,890 sets of

di¤erent parametric values. For each set, we simulate 10,000 real exchange rate series, each

450 observations long, and test the simulated data using the original Teräsvirta and Anderson
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(1992) test (6) as well as the ALM modi�cation (8). In both tests, we set d = 1.

Because our assumed DGP is linear, the null hypothesis (7) is correct. As long as there

are no size distortions, the percentage of rejection of the null hypothesis, at a �ve percent

signi�cance level, should be 5%. The results of the tests are shown in Figure 1. The horizontal

axis captures the changes in the three parameter values. We begin by setting �q;1 = �y;1 = 0:1

and let � qy range from 0:5 to 5. Next, we gradually increase the value of �q;1 to 0:95, iterating

on the values of � qy for each incremental change in �q;1. Finally, we vary the parameter

�y;1, iterating on �q;1 and � qy for each incremental increase. The top panel plots the null

hypothesis rejection rates for each of the 2,890 parameter value sets using the TA test; the

resulting pattern is repetitive but increasingly volatile. Two of the three parameters seem to

be driving these results. First, as � qy increases from 0:5 to 5, the number of rejections tends

to fall, making the test more conservative in rejecting the null hypothesis. Second, for larger

values of �y;1 (in other words, for more persistent dynamics of output), the rate of rejections

increases, eventually exceeding 13% for �y;1 = 0:95.

When we do not include the right-hand side variable yt in the nonlinearity test, the estimated

variance of "y is larger than its actual value. As the value of � qy increases, this estimate

becomes larger still. As a result of the increased level of noise in the estimation, the TA test

is less likely to reject the null hypothesis (7), since large standard errors suggest that the

parameters � are insigni�cantly di¤erent from zero. Consequently, it is not surprising that

the original test is more conservative in rejecting the null as � qy increases from 0:5 to 5.

As expected, by including the exogenous variable yt, the augmented ALM test fares better, as

shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1. While small distortions are present, the null rejections
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rates for all parameter values under consideration lie within the 0:04�0:06 range, very close

to the size of the test.

To get a sense of the linearity tests�performance with longer lag lengths, in the second exercise

we set p = h = 2, and run the tests for d = 1; 2. We modify the parameters in (9) as follows:

qt = 1:2qt�1 � 0:35qt�2 + 0:4yt�1 + 0:35yt�2 + "q;t (10a)

yt = 1:1yt�1 � 0:2yt�2 + 2"y;t (10b)

Since the sum of the autoregressive parameters for both qt and yt (equal to 0.85 and 0.9,

respectively) is less than unity, both processes are stationary.

The results of nonlinearity tests, based on 10,000 simulations, each 450 periods long, are

shown in the top panel of Table 3. To avoid complications, the values of the parameters p

and h are the same in the tests and in the DGP. Just as in the previous exercise, the original

TA test tends to over-estimate the incidence of nonlinearity of RER dynamics above the 5%

size of the test, whereas the null rejection rate of the augmented ALM test is fairly close to

5%. The value of the delay parameter d does not seem to a¤ect the results of either test.

Finally, to make sure that the augmented test does not over-parameterize the regression, we

perform the same Monte Carlo simulation as in the exercise above with the DGP given by

(10), except we now set �q;1 = �q;2 = 0, thereby making the qt and yt series independent

from one another. Notice that the real exchange rate dynamics are now governed by a purely

autoregressive linear process. As indicated in the bottom panel of Table 3, the results of the

augmented test are similar to that of the original test, although both are slightly conservative
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in rejecting the null hypothesis at the 5% con�dence level.

We are therefore able to conclude that the augmented ALM test performs equally well or

better than the original TA test when the real exchange rate is driven by exogenous variables

in addition to its own lags.

Having described the size characteristics of the two tests, it would make sense to examine the

power properties of the test. However, here there are some issues that deserve a mention.

In examining the power of these tests, ideally, we would like to determine whether the ALM

modi�cation has equal or superior power over the TA approach when the alternative hypoth-

esis is true. However, the Monte Carlo exercises that can be used to compare the power of the

ALM and TA tests are complicated for three reasons. First, it is obvious that when the null

hypothesis is rejected, there exists a potentially in�nite number of alternatives. Following the

trends in recent literature, we limit our choices to the STAR family (more speci�cally, the

ESTAR and LSTAR speci�cations described in Section 3 above). Second, the regressions (6)

and (8) used in the tests are approximations of the true STAR processes, and as such they in

and of themselves could be the sources of low power due to misspeci�cation of the true DGP.

What leads us not to pursue the exploration of the power properties in this paper is the third

reason: when we tested a few simulated time series� using the true nonlinear DGPs

qt =

pX
j=1

�jqt�j +

0@ pX
j=1

~�jqt�j

1AF (qt�d; �) + "q;t
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and

qt =

pX
j=1

�jqt�j +

0@ pX
j=1

~�jqt�j

1AF (qt�d; �) + hX
i=1

�qy;iyt�i + "q;t

yt = �y +
kX
i=1

�y;iyt�i + � qy"y;t

rather than their approximated versions (6) and (8) to avoid the misspeci�cation bias� both

tests still appeared to su¤er from severe lack of power, and we did not �nd any appreciable

di¤erence in their respective power. As Lo (2008) shows, a nonlinear DGP under certain STAR

speci�cations can be easily mistaken for a very persistent but linear process. In particular,

under certain assumptions the linear term �0jqt�j may not be distinguishable from the other

nonlinear terms in (6) and (8) in a Monte Carlo exercise. We suspect that the value of d in

the threshold variable qt�d could play a role in causing our results to have low power and in

producing virtually no di¤erence in the power of the test across di¤erent DGPs. Based on

these observations, we believe that the exploration of the power properties of the two tests

deserves to be addressed more thoroughly and extensively in separate future research.

4.1 Back to the empirical patterns

Developing and developed countries di¤er in the levels of RER volatility and persistence,

likely due to di¤erences in the TFP processes, international borrowing and lending, monetary

policy and its resulting price dynamics. These hypothesized di¤erences in the real exchange

rate DGPs manifest themselves in higher levels of nonlinearity in the subsample of developing

countries, and a higher incidence of switching from linear to STAR type dynamics, relative
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to those in developed countries. Given the results of the Monte Carlo analysis above, which

indicate that the ALM modi�cation performs better than the TA test in terms of the test

size, we can conclude that these series should be characterized as truly nonlinear processes.

However, given that this study is reduced form in nature, we are unable to uncover the speci�c

types of shocks or structural features that characterize the economies of developing countries

and cause the real exchange rates to mean-revert only following substantial deviations from a

threshold level captured by the STAR framework. For example, the existence of trade barriers

can result in the lack of movement in the real exchange rate as long as it remains relatively

near the PPP-implied level. Testing this hypothesis within our framework would require

including inter-country trade data as explanatory variables in the ALM test, an undertaking

that we choose to leave to future work.

Real exchange rate dynamics between developed country pairs switch from STAR to linear

processes under ALM in the same proportion as do other country pairings. However, since

fewer RER series were found to switch the other way (from linear to STAR dynamics), we

conclude that RER adjustments between developed countries are better described as linear

processes. The prevalence of these linear dynamics in industrialized economies may be the

result of a di¤erent monetary policy framework that can help to pin down the path of both

in�ation and prices.

Finally, the results for the developed-developing country pairs fall somewhere in between the

two cases described above.
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5 Conclusion

The goal of this paper has been to study the performance of tests commonly used to capture

nonlinearities present in real exchange rates dynamics. Ahmad, Lo, and Mykhaylova (2013)

demonstrate that these tests can overestimate the incidence of nonlinearity due to misspeci�-

cation of the data generating process behind real exchange rates. Based on this observation,

we re-examine the ability of the Teräsvirta and Anderson (1992) test to correctly identify

RER dynamics by using a two-pronged approach. First, we compare the results of the origi-

nal Teräsvirta and Anderson (1992) test with those of the modi�cation proposed in Ahmad,

Lo, and Mykhaylova (2013) by studying the dynamics of 1,431 bilateral real exchange rates

during the most recent �oating period (1970�2012). We �nd that approximately one third

of the bilateral real exchage rate series that were initially identi�ed as nonlinear under the

Teräsvirta and Anderson (1992) test switch to being linear under the modi�cation proposed

by Ahmad, Lo, and Mykhaylova (2013), where exogenous variables are added to the test.

Second, we employ the Monte Carlo approach to study the relationship between test perfor-

mance and the underlying RER (linear) data generating process. Our results indicate that

while the original test�s results are in�uenced by the parameter values governing the DGP,

the modi�ed test performs equally well or better than the original in all exercises considered

in this paper.

Our key �nding is that standard nonlinearity test results are not independent of the data

generating process driving real exchange rates. To this end, it is critically important for

empirical researchers to have a theoretical model in mind before proceeding with estimations;

otherwise, they risk misinterpreting the in�uence of exogenous variables on the RER dynamics
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as evidence of nonlinear behavior.

To assist in this endeavor and based on the �ndings above, the next step would be to identify

a small set of right-hand side observed variables, which when included in nonlinearity tests,

can correct the omitted variables bias. The variables included should address structural ex-

planations of factors that drive real exchange rates, including those from trade, technological

advances, international borrowing and lending, and monetary policy. Only then would re-

jections of the modi�ed linearity test truly indicate potential sources of nonlinearities in real

exchange rates. This we leave to future work.
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A Data Sources and Description

Data source: IMF International Financial Statistics (IFS), unless indicated otherwise. Dates

covered: 1970Q1�2012Q4.

St: U.S. Dollar per National Currency; End of Period Average (EDNA).

Pt: Consumer Prices, All Items (PCPI).

Qt: real exchange rate, calculated as Qt � StP �t
Pt

given the above data.

�t: CPI in�ation, calculated as �t � log
�

Pt
Pt�1

�
given the above data.

Yt: Gross Domestic Product, Real (NGDP_R).

The available data on quarterly capital stocks is very limited in both country and time cover-

age. We therefore combine two data sets� IFS quarterly time series on Gross Fixed Capital

Formation, Nominal (NFI), covering the 1970Q1�2012Q4 period, and annual capital stock

series (KTV: total net capital stock, volume, beginning-of-year stock) reported in Kamps

(2006) that range from 1960 to 2002� to construct our own measure of this variable. Below

we brie�y outline the steps used in our computations.
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We assume that each country�s capital stock evolves according to the standard transition

equation

Kt = (1� �)Kt�1 + It (11)

and that the depreciation rate � is constant across time and countries. The latter is computed

for each of the 11 non-Eurozone countries in the Kamps (2006) as follows: given the starting

capital stock Ki
1970Q1 for i = 1; :::11, we calculate the depreciation rate �̂

i
such that, iterating

on Ki
1970Q1 using the above transition equation and the quarterly IFS data on investment,

the computed K̂i
2002Q1 is approximately equal to the actual value reported in Kamps (2006).

The average annualized value of �̂ across the eleven economies is 0:1.

We next compute the 1970Q1 average investment-capital stock ratio for all 22 economies in

the Kamps (2006) dataset, which is equal to � � 0:08. W then set Kj
1970Q1 =

Ij1970Q1
� for the

rest of the countries in the IFS dataset not covered by Kamps (2006) calculations and iterate

on it using (11) and the value of �̂ obtained previously.

Since we are primarily concerned with business cycle �uctuations, we use logged variables

in our nonlinearity tests. Therefore, the levels of the constructed capital stock series and

subsequently our test results are independent of the above simplifying assumptions (about

the starting values of investment-capital stock ratio and the rate of depreciation).
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Figure 1: Estimated incidence of nonlinearity in the process (9) using the original and the
modi�ed tests. Along the x-axis, �y;1 ranges from 0:10 to 0:95; for each value of �y;1, �q;1
increases from 0:10 to 0:95 in steps of 0:05; �nally, for each increase in �q;1, we let the
parameter � qy range from 0:5 to 5.
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Panel A: Summary of Nonlinearity Test

Terasvirta-Anderson Ahmad-Lo-Mykhaylova
Speci�cation Number Percent Number Percent

Linear 973 68.0 935 65.3
LSTAR 307 21.5 332 23.2
ESTAR 151 10.6 164 11.5
Nonlinear Total 458 32.0 496 34.7

Total 1431 100.0 1431 100.0

Panel B: Moving from TA to ALM

Full Sample Industrial Pairs Developing Pairs Industrial-Developing Pairs
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Linear/Linear 788 55.1 280 64.4 127 46.0 381 52.9
STAR/STAR 311 21.7 72 16.6 74 26.8 165 22.9
Linear/STAR 185 12.9 50 11.5 40 14.5 95 13.2
STAR/Linear 147 10.3 33 7.6 35 12.7 79 11.0

Total 1431 100.0 435 100.0 276 100.0 720 100.0
n 54 30 24

Proportion of:
Linear became STAR 19.0 15.2 24.0 20.0
STAR became linear 32.1 31.4 32.1 32.4

Panel C: Breakdowns of Switches

STAR/STAR
- LSTAR/LSTAR 196 13.7 33 7.6 52 18.8 111 15.4
- LSTAR/ESTAR 20 1.4 11 2.5 5 1.8 4 0.6
- ESTAR/LSTAR 28 2.0 7 1.6 7 2.5 14 1.9
- ESTAR/ESTAR 67 4.7 21 4.8 10 3.6 36 5.0
Linear/STAR
- Linear/LSTAR 108 7.5 27 6.2 29 10.5 52 7.2
- Linear/ESTAR 77 5.4 23 5.3 11 4.0 43 6.0
STAR/Linear
- LSTAR/Linear 91 6.4 18 4.1 24 8.7 49 6.8
- ESTAR/Linear 56 3.9 15 3.4 11 4.0 30 4.2

Table 1: Incidence of nonlinearity in the 1970�2012 RER series. Panels B and C report the results from
the comparison of the Teräsvirta-Anderson (TA; 1992) test and the Ahmad, Lo and Mykhaylova (ALM; 2013)
comparison.
Notes: (i) Row one (two) in Panel B show the numbers of series that are found to be linear (nonlinear) using
both the TA and the ALM tests, respectively. Rows three and four indicate the number of series that switched
from being linear to nonlinear (and vice versa) when exogenous variables are included using the ALM test
relative to the benchmark TA test.
(ii) The percent values in each column are with respect to the total number of series indicated at the bottom
of each column.
(iii) The last two rows in Panel B report the fraction of all linear series under the TA test that became nonlinear
after the inclusion of the exogenous variables using the ALM test, and vice versa.
(iv) Panel C provides a breakdown of the switches in the results between the TA and ALM tests.
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Eurozone (17) Non-Eurozone (37) Cross-Member Pairs
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Linear/Linear 88 64.7 323 48.5 377 59.9
STAR/STAR 18 13.2 192 27.3 112 17.8
Linear/STAR 21 15.4 82 12.3 81 12.9
STAR/Linear 9 6.6 79 11.9 59 9.4
Total 136 100 666 100 629 100
Linear became STAR 19.3 20.2 17.7
STAR became linear 33.3 30.3 34.5

Table 2: Incidence of nonlinearity in the 1970�2012 RER series. Row one (two) shows the
numbers of series that are found to be linear (nonlinear) using both the TA and the ALM
tests, respectively. Rows three and four indicate the number of series that switched from
being linear to nonlinear (and vice versa) when exogenous variables are included using the
ALM test relative to the benchmark TA test. The last two rows report the fraction of all
linear series under the TA test that became nonlinear after the inclusion of the exogenous
variables using the ALM test, and vice versa.

Original TA test Modi�ed ALM test

Panel A: �qy;1 = 0:4, �qy;2 = 0:35
d = 1 15.08% 5.20%
d = 2 15.41% 5.16%

Panel B: �qy;1 = �qy;2 = 0
d = 1 4.05% 4.03%
d = 2 4.17% 4.43%

Table 3: Rejection rates of the null hypothesis (7). The calculations are based on 10,000
simulations, each 450 periods long, of the real exchange rate series given by (10).
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